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Many of the problems of administering a student-teaching 
programme require immediate solution, with or without the benefit 
of research findings, but l believe that student-teaching has been 
seriously neglected as an area for study and that there is a great 
need for conducting research on student-teaching in a systematic 
way. It seems appropriate in dealing with problems in student
teaching, especially in the light of sorne of the criticism of research 
in this field, to con si der the heuristic qualities of theoretical 
formulations. An attempt will be made in this paper to analyse one 
model in role theory with the hope that the analysis will suggest 
researchable questions on the student-teaching process. 

Role Theory 

In recent years, research projects in sorne aspects of education, 
notably in educational administration, have been developed within 
the framework of role theory. Considerable attention has been 
given in the past to personality variables of student-teachers, but 
studies on the role aspect of student-teaching, if not entirely non
existent, are certainly rare. A number of researchers and theorists 
have indicated that such an approach would be profitable.1 

While the concept of role has its roots in the writings of 
James2 and Cooley3, recent development in role theory owes most 
to the writings of Linton4, Newcomb' and Parsons.6 Role theory 
deals with interaction between pers ons who occupy positions in a 
social system. Emphasis is placed on the expectations which are 
held for the behaviour of the position-occupant by those with whom 
he interacts. Sarbin7 pointed out that in contemporary role theory 
a second kind of interaction has been added - the interaction be
tween the individual and his needs, on the one hand, and the 
expectations held for this individual (that is, his role), on the 
other. 
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The Getzels Model - Early Versions 

One role theory model has been developed by Getzels and his 
colleagues.8 Recent reviewers have emphasized the value of Get
zels' contribution. Charters, in a critical appraisal of research on 
the social background of teaching, referred to the work of Getzels 
as "the most influential role theory in education.'" In the 1964 
issue of the Review of Educational Research devoted to educational 
administration, Lipham concluded that Getzels' model represents 
"the most useful theory in the field of educational administration.HlO 

And, in a statement on the social sciences and their contribution 
to the problems and practices of educational administration, Fos
mire and Littman describe the model as being "elegant and com
plete.HlI 

Getzels, following the lead of a number of social scientists 
(notably, Talcott Parsons), conceived of social systems as being 
made up of two components: individuals and institutions. In any 
social system, certainly in a school setting, there are two or more 
individu aIs who are aIike in some ways and different in others. 
Each individual - teacher or principal or chiId - hecause of his 
unique personality, has particular needs or need-dispositions which, 
to a lesser or greater extent, must he satisfied. The individual, 
who may be the principal speaking to a member of his school 
board or the student-teacher standing in front of his first class 
of pupils, behaves in accordance with certain personal needs. When 
his actions result from exclusive concern with his needs, then they 
can be described as individual goal-behaviours. The diagram helow 
ilIustrates the individual, or idiographic, dimension in hehaviour. 

N eed lndividual 
Social System-+lndividuals-+Personalities-+ Dispo8itions-+Goal 

Be1uwior 

A social system is something more than the sum of aIl the 
individuals who interact on a particular occasion. It has "certain 
imperative functions that come in time to be carried out in routin
ized patterns"" and when this happens, the social system has be
come institutionalized and can be said to have an institutional 
dimension as weIl as an individual dimension. Spindler claims that 
an organization or social system has "certain conditions of existence 
that must be maintained if the organization is to function and 
fulfiIl its obligations within the framework of the larger society.",a 

Just as individuals have particular personalities, so institu
tions contain positions Buch as superintendent, principal or teacher 
and, more particularly for this discussion, classroom teacher, as
sisting teaching or student-teacher. When we consider the expect-
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ations held for the behaviour of a particular position, say student
teacher, by his referent groups," then we are dealing with the 
student-teacher's role. A hypothetical student-teacher may be moti
vated exclusively by personal needs and so is said to exhibit 
individual goal behaviour. On the other hand, a student-teacher 
who is concerned entirely with ascertaining the role expectations 
that are held by "significant others" and who then behaves in ac
cordance with these expectations (or his perception of the expect
ations), can be said to be exhibiting institutional goal behaviour. 
The institutional, or nomothetic, dimension in behaviour can be 
illustrated as follows: 

Institutional 
Social SY8tent~ In8titution~ Role8~ Expectation8~ Goal 

Behaviour 

But human behaviour is not either individual goal oriented 
or institutional goal oriented - it is both of these. To sorne extent 
the student-teacher behaves according to the expectations of others, 
and to sorne extent from an attempt to satisfy the needs which 
grow out of his personality. Behaviour, then, is a function of both 
the individual's personality and the role he is occupying. Each 
goal demands a particular balanèe between nomothetic behaviour 
and idiographic behaviour. Student-teachers, as a group, may be 
governed more by nomothetic than by idiographic factors in their 
classroom behaviour but more by idiographic than by nomothetic 
factors in their behaviour in the faculty room. Or the reverse may 
be true. The implication is that the one individual, under certain 
conditions, is motivated primarily by concern for the expectations 
that are held for his behaviour and, under other conditions, is 
motivated primarily by personal considerations. AIso, comparisons 
can be made between two student-teachers or between student
teachers in general, and assisting teachers in general. In this way 
it is possible to refer to one individual as being more nomothetic 
than another individual. 

The institutional and individual dimensions are interrelated. 
One's personality is affected by the role one is occupying; one's 
role is affected by one's personality. Newcombe writes about "per
sistence of personality" and points out that, to be understood, this 
concept must be regarded as a problem "of maintaining a certain 
relationship with the social environment rather than as an intra
organismic problem."t5 Allport'6 also endorses the attempt to show 
the interdependence of personality and role. Linton takes an even 
stronger position and emphasizes that "personalities are dynamic 
continuums ... [which] ... develop, grow and change.'H1 
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In a similar way, Getzels has suggested that the expectations 
held for a particular occupant are affected by the personalities and 
needs of the members of the various referent groups. The inter
dependence of these two dimensions of behaviour is illustrated 
below. 

NOMOTHETIC DIMENSION 

v--Institution ) Role~--+) Expectation .... 

~~~;~~ r r r ~~h~:iour 
.... .... .... 

+--1 ndividual--+ Personality ~ N eed-Disposition--+ 

IDIOGRAPHIC DIMENSION 

The Getzels Model - Recent Deve10pments 

The terminology used by Getzels for the two basic dimensions 
of behaviour has changed during the past fifteen years: from 
affectivity and authority to personalistic and situational and, more 
recently, to idiographic and nomothetic. To these two terms, "idio
graphie" and "nomothetic," Getzels added a third, "transactional," 
to represent a third style of behaviour. 

Whereas the idiographic style refers to the needs of individuals 
and to emphasis on personality as a factor determining behaviour, 
the nomothetic style refers to goals of the institution and to em
phasis on role as a factor determining behaviour. An idiogrwphic 
teacher, assisting teacher or student-teacher defines education as 
helping the person know what he wants to know and concerns him
self essentially with the personal goals of the various individuals 
involved in the enterprise. The nomothetic teacher, on the other 
hand, defines education as the handing down of what is known to 
those who do not yet know and feels obliged to do things "by the 
book," as far as his superiors are concerned, and to "write the 
book" in his capacity as leader of pupils.18 

If the idiographic and nomothetic styles are viewed as ex
tremes, the transactional teacher "is able to steer a course between 
exclusive preoccupation with either of the extremes."19 But the 
transactional style is more than a compromise: the transactional 
teacher knows when to maximize personality and when to maximize 
role considerations in shaping his behaviour, because he under
stands the limitations and the possibilities of the individual and 
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institutional dimensions. He is able to adapt, under certain condi
tions, his idiographic personality needs to nomothetic role expect
ations and, under other conditions, his nomothetic role expectations 
to idiographic personality needs. Getzels and Thelen20 refer to the 
first adaptation as socialization of personality and to the second as 
personalization of roles. Assuming that the transactional teacher 
is the ideal, what factors affect the extent to which a student
teacher is transactional in his behaviour, and which experiences 
make him more transactional? 

Getzels' construct has undergone a number of important 
changes over the years, and perhaps the most important was the 
addition of a cultural dimension. The need for consideration of the 
impact of cultural values on the expectations which are held for 
a position occupant is not frequently emphasized. Student-teachers 
cannot be expected to integrate emergent values in a situation 
where the possibility of change brings about fear and hostility. 
In attempting to understand student-teacher behaviour, therefore, 
attention must be given not only to the interaction of a student
teacher's personal needs and the expectations for his behaviour 
held by his referent groups, but also to the interaction of the role 
expectations and personal needs with the cultural values - both 
the broader cultural values shared in the community at large and 
the narrower values of the teacher education community. These 
major concepts, as presented diagramatically by Getzels,21 are shown 
below. 

Culture--------+- Ethos » V alue----' 

t t t 
. I-Institution--+ Role ~ Expeetation -r S 1 

Soetal + -+- -+- -+- + oela 
System + + + Beha1Jiour 

-lndi1Jidual-+ Personality~ N eed-Disposition -, 

t t + 
Culture--+ Ethos ) Value----' 

The Model and Student Teaching 

While much of the work to date by Getzels and his colleagues 
has been theoretical, several empirical studies have been made 
within the framework of the model on the role of administrators 
and teachers and one has been completed on student-teachers. In 
one study;2 1 was concerned with ihe effect of the student-teaching 
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experience on the role expectations of student-teachers and with 
the extent of agreement between the expectations held by student
teachers and those held by assisting teachers. This exploratory 
study confirmed my belief that the Getzels Model could be applied 
with profit to problems in student teaching. 

Role the ory may weIl provide insights into questions such as: 
What importance do student teachers place on the perceptions 
which are held for them by principals, by cooperating teachers and 
by the pupils? Which personality factors affect the student-teach
er's concept of his role? To what extent do the values prevalent in 
the larger culture determine the student-teacher's perceptions of 
the expectations which are held for him, and to what extent is his 
role determined by the values in the sub-culture of the particular 
school of education or school system? What is the relationship be
tween value and role orientation and between each and actual 
behaviour on the part of the student-teacher? To date, questions 
like these remain unanswered because student-teaching is one of 
the most discussed, yet least studied, phases of teacher education 
programmes. Certainly, many types of investigations are necessary, 
but it is suggested here that role theory, in general, and the Getzels 
Model, in particular, would prove useful in studying relationships 
in the student-teaching process. 
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